Introduction.
Multiple orthogonal systems arise naturally in the following way. Let E be the Cartesian product of q measurable sets Elt ■ ■ ■ , Eq, where each Ek may be assumed to be embedded in one-dimensional Euclidean space, although the dimensionality of the underlying space seems to be immaterial to our proofs. Let {<i>n} (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; k = l, • • • , q) be a complete orthonormal set (ONS) of functions of class L2 defined on the set Ek, that is, Then the set {fan1...mq = fa™ • • ■ fa%\} (mk = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • ;*-l, ■ ■ ■ , q) is a complete ONS on E. From this ONS a multiple orthogonal series^a mi...mq fan1---mq is formed, where {ami...mq} is an arbitrary sequence of real constants such that 2^afni.. .»,< «s (1), so that, by the Riesz-Fischer theorem extended to more variables, ami.. .mq are the Fourier coefficients of a function/ of class L2 with respect to the given ONS.
Following Bochner [3] (2) we sum the above orthogonal series by spherical partial sums(3) instead of the more usual rectangular partial sums. Thus a multiple orthogonal series is said to be convergent if (1.1) lim 2j ¡¿-i 2amí...mq<t>mi---mq Nk~*°° y^Nk v=mi+ ---+mq exists, where {Nk} is the sequence of non-negative integers which can be represented as the sum of q squares of integers. We shall also have occasion to refer to convergence by rectangles (or rectangular convergence)-a multiple orthogonal series is convergent by rectangles if exists.
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(') The summation for these two series is (mk = 0 to ■» ; k -1, • ■ ■ , q) but we omit the summation as long as the context is clear without it.
(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
This method of summation has been found to be efficient in dealing with the convergence and summability of multiple Fourier series. Our results show that it is fully as efficient in analogous considerations for multiple orthogonal series. 
Instead of (C, a) summability Bochner and others [3; 4; 5; 6] have considered Riesz mean summability of order 5 and type v {{R, v, 5) summability). The orthogonal series Xö">0»» 's C^> v> °) summable if (1.6) limX(l--)0, (0 < R < oo) {o >0)
exists. However for our methods of proof we find it more convenient to study (C, a) summability and then use the fact that (C, a) and {R, v, a) summability are equivalent for arbitrary simple series [9] . In this paper we are able to generalize without difficulty the main theorems on convergence, absolute convergence, and {C, 1) summability of simple orthogonal series to q> 1. In §2 we discuss the rôle of the Lebesgue functions in the convergence of multiple orthogonal series. In §3 several sufficient conditions are proved for the convergence and absolute convergence of multiple orthogonal series as well as a sufficient condition for divergence and some comparison is made with convergence by rectangles. In §4 several sufficient conditions are given for the (C, 1) summability of a multiple orthogonal series as well as sufficient condition for divergence. Also, analogously to the case q= 1, we are able to prove the important result that (C, 1) and (C, a) (a>0) summability are equivalent for multiple orthogonal series. All of these results are exact generalizations both in statement and proof to the analogous theorems for simple orthogonal series. Basically this is due [July to the fact that the methods of proof used for simple orthogonal series depend mainly on certain properties of arbitrary simple series plus the orthogonality relation expressed in the form a{nanV)fEk<i>m(Pn)dx = a*'2 {n -0,1, 2, • • •). For q>i, using spherical summation, a corresponding orthogonal relation holds, namely, (1 to those obtained for q = i, the proofs become very difficult and long [l ] and in order to get simpler proofs more stringent hypotheses must be imposed [13] . In addition in the case of rectangular summation all generalizations, so far, are for q = 2 and would become increasingly complicated for q>2, whereas for spherical summation the value of q is immaterial. The difference between the proofs in the two cases lies in the fact that in the case of rectangular summation certain "cross-product" terms enter which are not present for q = 1 or spherical summation. This is illustrated in the case of multiple Fourier series in that for spherical summability the behavior of the function need only be known in the neighborhood of the point P considered, whereas for rectangular summation the behavior of the function must be known in a "cross-neighborhood" of P. In comparison with the sufficient conditions used in spherical convergence and summability of multiple Fourier series [4; 5] our conditions will be seen to be much sharper. Also, our conditions for (C, a) summability apply to all a>0 and are freed from the usual restriction a>{q -1)/2, which would seem to indicate that this requirement belongs to the method of proof and is not intrinsic to the method of summability.
Of course, as in the case of simple orthogonal series our sufficient conditions suffer from a certain liability in that necessarily they are not based on the properties of the function /, which is to be developed, but rather either on the properties of the sequence {am} or on the properties of the ONS {<pm} ; also, our results apply only to functions of class L2. As for the caseq=lif the ONS {<¡>m} is bounded on E,then LN(P) = 0(Nqli). Proof. By (2.1) and the Schwarz inequality
Using the ON relations as in (1.7), we get
since the last sum is the number of lattice points in the hypersphere m\A-■ • • -\-m\^N, which equals 0(A7,/2) [16] . Thus the conclusion follows.
Again for any ONS of class L2, as for the case q = l, LN(P) is o(Nql*)(\og Nyi+t)l2) for arbitrary positive e.
Proof. The series of positive terms
for arbitrary positive e(6), which may be shown in the following way. From the inequality Proof. Set fjv = maxosysAT u~1{j)Sj = u~1{p)Sp, where p depends on P and N. The sequence {vx} is monotonie nondecreasing and we show that In =JEVNdxp = 0(1), from which it follows that lim^«, vn exists a.e. on E and the sequence {u~l{k)Sk\ is bounded above a.e. on E. By Fubini's theorem and the Schwarz inequality and from the given hypotheses = o( f u-\p)dxP f | KP(P, P') | dxp.
\Je Je + f u~2(p')dxP, f I KAP, P') I àxr)
Je Je = 0(1).
Since similarly {u~1(N)Síf} is bounded below a.e., lim supi\r_M \u-l(N)Stf\ is finite a.e. for each /£Z,2 on E.
In order to show that lim^«, u~x(N)Sn exists a.e. on E we show that the remaining hypotheses of a well known theorem on linear functionals due to Banach [2] are satisfied, namely: // a sequence { Un(X)} of functionals, linear and continuous in measure, is such that (i) lim sup Un(X) is finite a.e. for each X, (ii) lim Un(X) exists a.e. for each X belonging to a set B everywhere dense in the domain E, in which Un are defined, then the sequence { Un(X) } approaches for each X a.e. a functional, linear and continuous in measure. In our case the sequence Un(X)=u~1(N)Sn(P), where X=f, is linear and continuous in measure and we have only to show that limjv,w u~l(N)Sif exists a.e. for each / belonging to a set B everywhere dense in E with respect to the metric, fEf2dx, of L2. But this follows from the completeness of the ONS. For let g= ¿>Zp¿m 22^=2» cnfa, where {cn} is an arbitrary finite set of constants.
Then SN(g) = 22'SJv ^lv=?m am<pm, where am= 2Z«S« 2Im-2" cnJsfaifa^dx = cm, so that SN(g)= ^"gmin(2v,jio S-s» cm<pm and limiv..o.SV(ij), being a finite sum, exists and equals Sii(g), so that lim^oo u-1(N)Srf(g) also exists. Also the set {g} is everywhere dense in E with respect to the metric of L2, that is, given /GZ,2 and e>0, there exists a g= ^vsm z2r=s" cnfa such that J"eU'-g)2dx<€, since this relation follows from the completness of the ONS < X X log 2vA, + lim X log 2rA, lc=0 c=2*+l *-»«> i»2*+l < 2 X' log vam < =° ■ Thus the series X¡t°=o if~S2k)2< °° a.e. on E and 52*-f a.e. on E.
(ii) It remains to show that X' l°g2 vam < °° implies that llmN^oe {S2h -Sif) = 0 a.e. ora E/or (2k<N<2k+l).
We use the following lemma due to Rade- where the last inequality follows from the fact that each sum a.<v£a' includes not more terms then 2*0^2*+1.
Also this last sum is less than or equal to X?=g*+i l°g2 vA" so that 00 n i=0 J E (SN -S2t)2dx ¿ X' log vam, and the series X¡T=o (Sn~S2k)2< oo a.e. on E, from which the desired conclusion follows.
Counter-examples.
Agnew [l] has proved that for q = 2 the convergence of the series X l°g2 (w+1) log2 (n-\-V)a2mn implies that the corresponding double orthogonal series is convergent by rectangles a.e. We now use a theorem on simple orthogonal series in order to construct counterexamples which show that this condition and the condition imposed in Theorem 3.1 cannot be improved upon for q> 1. In order to prove (ii), we set w'(mq) =u(0, • ■ • , 0, mq) so that w'(mq) = e>(log2 (mqA-2)) and proceed as in the proof of (i).
3.3. It is of some interest to discuss the connection between spherical and rectangular convergence. In the case of absolute convergence both methods, of course, are equivalent for arbitrary multiple series but, as is shown below, for conditionally convergent series neither method implies the other; however in the case of multiple orthogonal series rectangular summation does seem to require a stronger condition for convergence, at least for q = 2, than that necessary for spherical convergence.
In the first place there exist ONS which converge spherically but not by rectangles. Since log (m\A-• • ■ +?w2.)=o(log mi ■ ■ ■ log mq), in Theorem 3.2(h) we can take u(mi, • ■ ■ , mq) =log2 (w?+ • • • A-m2q). Then there exists an ONS {<pm} and a number sequence {am} such that 22am l°g2 im\A-• • • A-m2) < oo but 22mi,...,iii -o amfan= oo everywhere on a measurable set E. On the other hand by Theorem 3.1 the series ^2am<pm converges spherically a.e. on E.
Moreover there exist series which converge by rectangles but not spherically as the following example shows-the proof depending upon the fact that the rectangular partial sums of a convergent multiple series need not be bounded but the spherical partial sums (since they form a simple sequence) are necessarily Proof. We order the ONS {<pm\ into a simple sequence {<pP} by any arbitrary method, for example, by diagonals. The sequence {cpP} still forms an ONS. Also, on account of the absolute convergence, XIa»» 12_e = X"-o|aj>|2_<-By Theorem 5.42 [12] for simple ONS the series Xp°-o aP<Pp converges a.e. and it is true for every ordering. Thus the series Xp-o o-v'Pp converges absolutely e.a., that is, the series Xa»'<£»> converges absolutely a.e., since the order of summation is immaterial for absolutely convergent series.
Sufficient conditions analogous to the hypotheses in Theorems 5.41 and 5.43 [12] could also be obtained in a similar manner.
Remarks, (i) We must note that Theorem 5.42 (depending on Theorem 5.41 and Lemma 5.34) is proved for a one-dimensional set only but the proof appears to be independent of the dimension of the set.
(ii) We may favorably compare Theorem 3.3 with a result due to Chandresekaharan [4] for multiple Fourier series, namely, X1'3'2"'"'! a«|2 < oo, e>0, implies the existence o/limÄ,00X>'SÄ| X*=2m Wi(""*1+ ' " +m»a,«)|. 3.5. It seems to me that we could obtain an interesting sufficient condition for the (spherical) convergence of multiple orthogonal series based on the properties of the function /, whose development is given by the orthogonal series in question, by generalizing a method due to Helly for #=1 [lO] . If/ is assumed to be of bounded variation in the sense of Vitali (or possibly of Fréchet) so that the multiple Stieltjes integral of/with respect to continuous functions (or functions with jumps along a finite number of hyperplanes) exists and an integration by parts formula is available, then the orthogonal development of / will converge if the ONS satisfies certain conditions analogous to the Helly conditions.
In this connection we mention certain new conditions due to Morse and Transue for rectangular convergence of multiple Fourier series [14] . 4 . The spherical summability of multiple orthogonal series. 4.1. Necessary and sufficient condition for (C, 1) summability. As is proved in §4.4 it is sufficient to consider (C, 1) summability.
Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem A A. A necessary and sufficient condition that a multiple orthogonal series /.am<t>m be (C, 1) summable is that the sequence \S2k} converge a.e. on E.
Proof. Following the method of proof for q = i [12] we set a^ -S2* = (aN -S2k) + (cr2* -S2k) and consider the two terms in parentheses on the right side. Now and, since p-\-l =log log 22'' <log log 4v for v>22 , the left side is less than or equal to X 2 oo X X log log 4^4" + lim X log log **A, < 2X l°g l°g va«>-
Thus as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, S22P->f a.e. on E.
It remains to show that X'(l°g l°g v)2am < °° implies that limp^^S^ -S^") = 0 a.e. on E (22P < 2* <22" '). We can easily get a counter-example for (C, 1) (spherical) summability if ç^4, in which case every integer can be represented as the sum of q squares of integers [8] . For any sequence, limjv,«, a% = S implies lim^«, (iV+l^Zî^oO7*-S)2 = 0. Relation (4.2) follows from this result and (i) by Minkowski's inequality, and (4.1) results from (4.2) by the Schwarz inequality.
(iii) The series Z"-i ra(<rn -<r"_i)2< °o a.e. in E, where an = a\.
Proof. (iv). For any multiple orthogonal series, (C, 1) summability and PoissonAbel summability are equivalent.
The proof of (iv) depends only on (iii) and certain theorems for simple series so that the proof given in [12, p. 189 ] is valid here.
(v) For any multiple orthogonal series, (C, 1) summability and (C, a) (a>0) summability are equivalent.
